Cognitive and Information Sciences
GRADUATE STUDIES AT
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, MERCED (Ph.D.)
The Cognitive and Information Sciences (CIS) Ph.D. program offers its students interdisciplinary
training in cognitive science with an emphasis on computation, technology and applications. This
emphasis distinguishes us from other Cognitive Science graduate programs. We view intelligent
behaviors not just as emerging solely from neural processes, but from interactions between brain,
body, and environment. Thus intelligent behaviors may also emerge from group and social
interactions situated in their economic and technological milieu. The word “information” in CIS
denotes our multi-scale perspective on cognition, and our emphases on computational approaches
and applications towards developing technologies that foster, and even aspire to emulate,
intelligent behavior.
Our award-winning faculty specialize in a variety of areas that intersect at this nexus, including
action dynamics, computational modeling, complex systems theory, distributed cognition,
categorization, music cognition, psycholinguistics, cognitive linguistics, visual perception, cognitive
engineering, service science, artificial intelligence, reasoning, computer vision, philosophy of mind,
cognitive neuroscience and bioinformatics. With computational, technological, and applicationoriented skills in these areas, students who graduate from this Ph.D. program will have career
opportunities in both academia and industry.

EMPHASIS AREAS
❯ Behavioral Science
❯ Computational Modeling
❯ Cognitive Engineering
❯ Linguistic Analyses
❯ Neuroscience
❯ Philosophical Methods

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Students in good standing are eligible for
year-round financial support, including
payment of fees and tuition. Students
are typically supported by teaching and
research assistantships, which can be
supplemented by fellowships, awards
and other forms of financial assistance.

CONTACT
RAMESH BALASUBRAMANIAM
Professor and Graduate Group Chair, Cognitive
and Information Sciences
PHONE:
EMAIL:

209-228-2314
ramesh@ucmerced.edu

cogsci.ucmerced.edu

Faculty
COGNITIVE AND
INFORMATION SCIENCES

RAMESH BALASUBRAMANIAM | ramesh@ucmerced.edu
❯ cognitive, neurophysiological and dynamical systems approaches to action
CAROLYN DICEY JENNINGS | cjennings3@ucmerced.edu
❯ philosophy of mind and cognitive science, attention, perception,
consciousness and action

PAUL SMALDINO | psmaldino@ucmerced.edu
❯ social organization, evolutionary dynamics, mathematical and computational
modeling of complex systems, philosophy of science
MICHAEL SPIVEY | spivey@ucmerced.edu
❯ anguage processing, eye movements, embodied cognition and dynamical
systems

COLIN HOLBROOK | cholbrook@ ucmerced.edu
❯ decision-making under contexts of threat, morality, group prejudice, and the
attribution of mental states

PETER VANDERSCHRAAF | pvanderschraaf@ucmerced.edu
❯ convention, game theory, political economy, dynamical learning processes

CHRIS KELLO | ckello@ucmerced.edu
❯ neural networks, complex systems, speech, language and search

JEFFREY YOSHIMI | jyoshimi@ucmerced.edu
❯ philosophy of cognitive science, dynamical systems theory and neural networks

PAUL MAGLIO | pmaglio@ucmerced.edu
❯ human-computer interaction, distributed cognition and service science

FOR MORE INFORMATION

TEENIE MATLOCK | tmatlock@ucmerced.edu
❯ cognitive linguistics, experimental semantics, human-computer interaction
and political language

GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
PHONE:
EMAIL:

GRADUATE FUNDING
PHONE:

DAVID NOELLE | dnoelle@ ucmerced.edu
❯ computational cognitive neuroscience, learning and memory and cognitive
control

209-228-4723
gradadmissions@ucmerced.edu

EMAIL:

209-228-4622
gradfunding@ucmerced.edu
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